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Trying to decide on a brief, concise definition of "poetry" 

is next to impossible, because there are as many conceptions of poetry 

as there are people. One might say that poetry is a form of language, 

but it is more than just language; it is a rendering of hu~an experience, 

but transcends ordinary modes of communicating experience. It comes 

out of a civilization, but may not reflect the prevailing ideas of that~ 

civilization. It does have value, but the value of poetry is contingent 

upon the quality of the reader. 1 Thus, as one can readily see, poetry 

is a complex notion that cannot be easily understood. 

In the poetry text Sound and Sense. Laurence Perrine susmarily 

describes poetry as "a language that says more, and says it more 

intensely, than does ordinary language,u2 and also sees :poetry as "the 

form of literature that says the most in the fewest nU3ber of words.,,3 

These ideas, that poetry is intense language and that poetry gives much 

information in few words, are very important because thBY are keys to 

understanding why poetry is such a powerful literary for~ that is often 

hard to understand. 

Poetry, since it is a form of literature, relies totally on the 

power of written language to convey ideas and emotions which the poet 

experiences. It cannot draw upon the senses of touch, hearing, or taste 

,w 
in th~ direct~y a person could do in everyday situations, so indeed, 

poetry has no recourse but to use the resources of 1~~5uage to the 

fullest oxtent. Then, since it achieves its purpose solely through,the 

use of language, it must employ an extremely well-chosen language. 

Words of poetry are selected to have more than just one :::leaning because 



. - they must st:imulate reactions in various levels of the reader's 

consciousness. These words must also be more "sensuous" t:'1an those 

used in literature that is not as evocative as poetry, beca~se poetry 

is attempting to do more than ordinary language. In additio~, words 

chosen by the poet are often tangible, image-bearing*words that better 

suit his aim of making lias vivid and as cone-rete a.."l effect as possible, 

in contrast to a purely factual summary of the event.,,5 

Poetry is indeed much, much more than just a factual s~~~ary 

because, as Perrine rightly asserts, II ••• the total meaning of a 

poem is separate from its prose meaning,,,6 which implies t~ere is more 

to poetry than paraphrase. When used as a tool in conjunction with 

other analytical techniques, paraphrase can be a great help in the 

initial process of understanding poetry, but it is not the only way 

to approach poetry. 

By its very nature, poetry is a form of literature which cannot 

be grasped immediately. One reason poetry is difficult to comprehend 

is that its "mode of experiencing the thought ••• idea. • subject 

or material presented to it is different. 1I 7 This mode of experience 

is different since it is a synthesis of the significant aspects of 

life, implying an inherent selection process on the part of the poet. 

Nore importantly, lithe words in which the':experience •.• (of poetry) 

••• is communicated are different.,,8 These words are not the same 

as the words of prose in several respects; they are fewer in number, 

but are more essential to the total meaning of the piece; they are 

often chosen for their musical quality,9 which mayor may not be a 
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- factor in prose selection; they have both a connotation and a denotation, 

which is characteristic of some, but not all, prose: a~d lastly, they 

are carefully chosen to give a fresh qualit y l0 to poetry, which otten 

uses age-old themes and therefore needs a striking vocabulary to make 

the verses memorable. 

But disregarding momentarily such matters of content ~~d usage, 

one may feel that poetry is often difficult:for the average American 

to understand, si~ply because poetry as an art form has bee~ extremely 

underplayed. In the words of John Ciardi, "poetry has only a remote 

place in the gross of our culture. As has, for ex~ple, the opera. 

Therefore, Americans generally need to be taught in school now to 

experience both poetry and opera."ll He then elaborates, contrasting 

the experience of young boys with the game of football, or of 

Milanese ch~ldren with the opera, in both cases contrasting those in a 

society with an aspect of culture which had been part of their lives 

since they were quite small. Since exposure to the ga~e of football 

or to the opera had been so gradual, the children soon gre~ to have 

a fairly acceptable knowledge of football, if they were American, or 

opera if they wr;re Hilanese. This is fantastic for those ,;,.zericans 

who love football and are glad to see their offspring lear~ing the 

sport, but it is indeed sorry news for the lover of poetry. 

However, many concerned Americans are somewhat relieved because a 

program of poetry appreciation and interpretation can be cited in 

many school systems; this may put their minds at ease, but such 

programs are not a solution to the problem, since they o:ten approach 

3. 



. - poetry in none too adequate ways. The child who co:::es out of such 
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a class or classes may in fact be misreading poetry in one of several 

ways.12 He may be "message-hunting," searching only for "the statement 

of an idea which the reader thinks he can apply prof~tably in his own 

conduct," and in doing so is paraphrasing only the literal meaning of 

the poem. The reader is seeking the authorJ s advice and is changing 

the poetry into his own prose; why indeed is he even looking at poetry, 

when a plain prose statement would suffice? There must be something 

compelling in the verse, or he would just need to read tracts on 

various subjects written by authorities in their fields. Or, if not 

message-hunting, the reader may see poetry an an "exyression of pure 

emotion,,,13 which tries to recreate a scene of intense e~otion. 

However, this method of responding to poetry also has its faults, 

since it is obvious that any collection of poetic words written about 

envy or fear or joy is but a poor substitute for direct experience of 

those emotions. One can easily see this, after reading a poe~ such as 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning's "How Do I Love Thee?1I which follows: 

How Ho I love thee? Let me count the ways. 

I love thee to the depth and breadth and height 

My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight 

For the ends of Being and ideal Grace. 

I love thee to the level of everyday's 

r-~06t quiet need, by sun and candle-light. 

I love thee freely, as men strive for Right: 

I love thee purely, as they turn from Praise. 

4 . 
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I love thee with the passion put to use 

In myoId griefs, and with my childhood's faith. 

I love thee with a love I seemed to lose 

With my lost saints,--I love thee with the breath, 

Smiles, tears, or all my life! --and, if God choose, 

I shall but love thee better after death. 

This sonnet is a beautiful piece of poetry, one which may cause the 

reader to smile and recall the beauty of romantic live, but indeed it 

is no substitute for that love itself. The discrepancy between the 

emotion and its r.endering in the poem need not be tragic, however, 

since the ~oem is not intended merely to copy the emotion. This poam 

is like a good painting, whicn ilis neither a pho~ograph nor_a blueprint 

but an interpretation and an intensification. 1i14 'l'he poe:n is not mean~ 

merely to regurgita~e ~he emotion or to give a brief sketch of it; the 

poem tries to show the emouion experienced by a human being who 

carefully selects words and phrases which best imply the dep~hs of ·her 

emotion. 

another equally misleading approach to unders~an~ing poetry arises 

from the attempt to combine in a mechanical fashion 15 the two false 

approaches just discussed. This third method concerns its~if with both 

the meaning and the emotions of poetry, since it recognizes poetry as 

"the beautiful state;l1ent of some high truth. 1I16 Here the reader is 

doubly mistaken, because either he is convinced that rhyth=, allusion, 

and other poetic devices are merely ways of making this unpalatable 

truth easier to swallow, or he is falsely assuming that poetry is but 
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-.. , a group of carefully selected, inherently poetic words with some 

all-powerful Truth tucked in beside the imagery. Obviously, poetic 

devices do not just make the poem easier. to understand; in fact, if 

complex imagerY is used, one may need much explication to help unravel 

the central theme. And, as critics have said countless times, in 

texts such as Sound and Sense, How Does a Poem Mean? and others, 

harmonious word combinations do not a good poem always ~ake. As an 

example of this, consider the following excerpt from the war poems 

written by Wilfred OIMen; this one is titled "Anthem for Doomed Youth:" 

What passing-bells for these who die as cattle? 

Only the monstrous anger of the guns. 

Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle 

Can patter out their hasty orisons. 

No mo~keries now for them; no prayers nor bells, 

Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs, -

The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells; 

And bugles calling for them from sad shires. 

What candles may be held to speed them all? 

Kot in the hands of boys, but in tHeir eyes 

Shall snine the holy glimmers of goodbyes. 

The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall; 

Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds, 

And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds. 

This poem does not fit into the typically prejudiced view of poetry 

as merely a pleasing pattern of sounds, because although it is very 
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skillfully written, the imagery it contains does not. describe a pleasant 

subject. Phrases such as "for these who die as cattle ll (line 1) and 

lithe stuttering rifles' rapid rattle" (line 3) could very well be 

included in a prose account of the battle, but here they are contained 

in poetry; thens poetry must be more than just a beautiful statement of 

some high truth. Utherwise, war or a dull existence could not be 

considered fit subjects for poetry, which they must be, or poems such as 

IIAhthem for Doomed Youth" and '1'I'he Love Song of J. Alfred ?rufrock" 

could never have been allowed to be. 

P~etry should not be seen as merely an effective cluster of words 

or as a distillation of truth. It should just be seen as what it is, 

"a language that says more and says it more intensely than does other 

language. f
' And in order to better see what poetry is and to better 

comprehend how poetry achieves this intense effect, certain critical 

approaches can be employed. 

But before any .Large-sca4-e criticism is underta..~en, one should 

first review the general suggestions major poetry critics offer about 

reading and interpreting poetry. These very somewha~ from critic to 

critic, but most of the suggestions implore the reader to read 

carefUlly and slow~y, to use a dictionary as a m~tter of course, and 

to keep in mind that poetry is a form of literature one can enjoy 

wi~hou~ necessarlily having to ~gree with its message. 

Under the heading of reading, the advice critics have to offer 

abounds. Laurence Perrine and ~lizabeth Drew both stress that state 

of mind is an im:portanr. factor, and each bids the reader to "keep 
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mentally alertll while reading the poem, because nothing :luch can be 

gained fro~ quickly, halfheartedly skimming the poem. Perrine also 

urges the reader to read the poem more than once, reading lIso as to 

hear the sounds of the words in your mind,,,l? paying atte~tion to every 

word and, if necessary, reading the poem aloud. Hugh Kenner feels that 

the best way is to "read it aloud and trust the rhythm,1I 13 because 

reading aloud is an aid to better understanding the poem, that is, 

if one does not overexaggerate rhythm patterns. 

Critics also feel that the expert use of a dictionary is a skill 

which must be emphasized as much as careful reading is. Perrine and 

Seymour Chatman both stress the use of a dictionary to look up unfamiliar 

terms, but Chatman is by far the most adamant about its necessity. 

Chatman says the reader may very well have to look up five to ten 

per cent of words because words often have more than one sense,19 and 

can be easily misinterpreted. He also stresses that "it is not the 

Idifficultl word th·Ottls likely to block .• • , that is, the word ••• 

never seen before, but rather the 'simple ' word, the word ••. (known) 

... very well, but unfortunately in the wrong sense.,,20 Often the sense 

of the word can be grasped from context, but due to the changes in 

vocabulary throughout the history of the English language, this grasped 

sense can be totally opposite to that which the poet intended; and it is 

this misinterpreta~ion that Chatman hopes the reader will avoid. 

But in addition to reading carefully and using a good dictionary, 

the reader must albo be able to project himself mentally to the time 

when the poet wrote, and to be able to accept the poetls philosophy, 

~ (although one need not finally agree with the poetls opinion) at least 

while reading the poem. Kenner stresses that poetry COines "not out of 
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nowhere, but out of a civilization • • • surrounded by stable and 

orderly attitudes to events,,21 which may not be the same as those of 

the reaaer. Drew also makes this point when she discusses the problem 

in interpreting poetry which professes different moral and religious 

codes than those 01' the reader: IIInevitably we shall always respond 

more flexibly to certain stimuli than to others, but this does not 

mean that the scope of deliberate self-training in catholicity of 

experience is not enormous. ,,22 'l'hus, in a motherly fashion, Drew has 

pointed out the difficulties in loeading poetry contrary to personal 

moral codes, but realistically remarks that the scope of experience 

can be expanded through poetry if one is open-minded enough to try. 

Then, the critics say, after learning to read carefully, to use 

the dictionary, and to be open-minded about ideas expressed in tne 

poetry, the reader may begin to truly understand poetry oy employing 

various critical techniques. Although the types of criticism are as 

many as the critics, the reader may approach the yarious me~hods 

systematically by Iirst dealing with the word itself, then tne word as 

part of a larger word unit, and concluding with the word units grouped 

together, forming the poem as a whole. 

When first looking at poetry, it may be easiest for the reader to 

see that poetry is but a carefully chosen and arranged group of words 

in which each word has individual meaning and contributes to the work 

as a whole. This is a logical way to approach poetry, because it is 

the words themselves, in everyday prose such as newspapers and magazines, 

with which the reader is most familiar; he may not know as much about 

the deeper implications of words as part of an overall pattern of imagery 
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or symbolism. It may then be best to deal first "it:: the various 

qualities of words in general, and then to move o~ to their special use 

in poetry as indicators of connotation as well as denotation. 

In his extremely helpful poetry text How Does a :oe::1 f-iean? John 

Ciardi is unique in being the only critic taking the ti~e to explain 

several important characteristics of words in general. He starts out 

by asserting that "a word is a feeling, 1I23 implying that one perceives 

a positive Qr negative reaction, commonly called connotation, as well 

as well as a literal description, or denotation, whe~ perceiving the 

word. In discussing connotation versus denotation he is not alone among 

critics, but he is indeed alone in asserting that "a word involves the 

whole body",24 that it takes some exertion involving breath and muscle 

movement. By way of illustration, the reader can easily see that it 

takes much more exertion to pronounce the initial line of ",'faIt Whitman's 

poem "Beat! Beat! Drums!" which reads, "Beat! beat!:tru::s!---blow! bugles! 

blow!" than it does to trill o~f the opening lines of Sazuel Taylor 

Coleridge's mystic "Kubla Khan," where: 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 

A statelY pleasure dome decree: 

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 

Through caverns measureless to man 

Down to a sunless sea~ (lines 1-5) 
o{:. +he Whi+!nOfl POt'IY\ 

In the first line~ the explosive "b" and "d" sounds produ~e a feeling of 

energy, expressed in much more concentrated vocal action tha~ would 

occur when reciting the second example of verse. But Ciardi does not 

limit his discussion of words-involving-the-whole-body to just examples 

of light and heavy sounds, such as these; he goes on to explain that 



certain words may be labelled mimetic if they suggest their denotation 

simply through pronunciution,25 as in a Vlord such as "oily.1! Further 

explaining how the word involves the whole body, he explains that words 

labeled onomatopoetic imitate the sound of what the words denote, in 

cases of words such as "buzz, I! "rip," and "squea."->:." ~e is not the only 

critic who discusses mimetic and onomatopeic sounds, but he seems to do 

the best job of all who attempt to explain them. 

However, he is alone in asserting that "a word is a history,1I as well 

as "a picture,,,26 making each point through interesting examples. When 

discussing the word as history, he makes a point that is often stressed 

in studyi~g the history of the English language, na~ely that language 

is a constantly changin~, organic entity, but that the very nature of 

its words points back to developments early in the language. Words such 

as "brother," "mother," "house,1I and I1dish," which are quite basic and 

elementary, date back to the age in Britain 'when the English language 

was a primarily Saxon tongue, but added words froGl. the conquering Latin 

. at 
trlbes,~a time when life was simple and the vocabulary reflected this . 

.:s, Then as the culture began to grow and change, the la..'1guae;e grew from 

borrowings such as "egg," "she," and "skirt" from the Scandinavian 

tongues. In fact, Ciardi also goes on to stress that for the student 

who views the language as a group of words with history, it may be 

interesting to note how the various words came int~ ·the English language 

or were borrowed from other languages. 

But Ciardi also asserts that l'a word is a picture!127 which conveys 

a distinct ~eaning which cannot be duplicated by any other word in the 

language. In explaining the picture that words create, Ciardi ~ 
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describes the word "daisy" as not just a flower, but a shortened form 

of the lovely phrase IIday's eye." One could also consider words such 

as the phrase IIten:-gallon hat," which originally recalled visions of a 

hat with ten rows of braid, or galons, to the l(exican, but now is 

conceived by the average American as a huge, huge hat. According to 

Ciardi, words are much more than explanations in the denotative sense, 

for each has its own little story to tell, if the reader cares enough 

---like the poet---to fins out what exactly it has to say. 

Returning to Ciardi's first assertion that tra word is a feeling," 

the reader will find that Ciardi is not alone in explaining that 

all words have a dual sense of connotation and denotation; in fact, 

here he is but one critic eager to show how this duality of meaning 

in language is an aid to the poet. After all, as Perrine says, "poetry 

must be more sen~us~ that). . . language. . • {pf other literature)," 

because the poet is attempting"to convey a feeling as well as to capture 

a prosaic description in words. He cannot rely on information gathered 

12. 

through the sens~directly, but only through the medium of the word-picture 

he paints. His only resort is to use words such as "childish" instead 

of "childlike," when he wants to suggest pettiness, willfulness, and 

temper tantrums,28 and to describe a girl as "cute" when she is young, 

and "truly beautiful ll when she has attained the peak of her attractiveness 

in young womanhood. He must extract every nuance of meaning possible in 

order to best ex~lain the ideas he is trying to depict. 

Then, in order that he might comprehend this multiplicity of 

meaning which the noet is trying to convey, the reader must realize that 
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bes1des show1ng a feeling, h1story, or a picture, or 1nvolv1ng the 

whole body, words used must go beyond the area of connotation and 

denotat10n, since words are indeed "the storehouse of 1nn'J.~era'cle 

trad1tional and individual a:=:20ciations, which awal-;:en to life at their 

sight and sound, and which give them their beauty and their power. 1I29 

Ilidividual associations can be recalled through the word in its 

connotative sense, but traditional associatiomare realized solely 

through use of imagery and figurative language, which apply to words in 

descriptive units. 

The rQle of imagery through {igurative language in poetry becomes 

quite apparent after the reader realizes that poetry is but a special, 

heightened form of the everyday language, which uses iEagery also. For 

example, phrases such as "it's raining cats and dogs" or "he's sowing 

his wild oats" are images because they are ways of relating a statement 

~n a sense other than tne literal. They are ways to explain that rain 

is coming down very hard, and that -a young man is having a good time 

dating before he decides to date only one girl, but they are much more 

evocative ways of relating these thoughts. Indeed, they are attempts 

to describe life in terms high enough to be used in actual poetry; the 

only difference between these phrases and poetry is that these p~rases 

are worn and trite, whereas the imageS chosen by the poet are usually 

fresh and original. 30 The reader is speaking a ~ind of poetry when he 

uses such figurative speech, but he does not use his imagery in as many 

varied ways as does the poet. 

The poet uses imagery31 in numerous ways rangine; fro:n simp1e to 

conplex, the first being that figurative language affords the reader 



imaginative Pleasure. 32 As was said before, figurative language affords 

- a way of co~municating in a non-literal sense. Figures of speech c~l 

mean more than what they mean literally, or c~~ compare two utterly 

dissimilar images, and thus create a striking co~parision . Such a . . 
striking image is evident in Oliver VIendell Holr:::es' "The Chambered 

Nautilus:" 

This is the ship of pearl, which, poets feign 

Sails the unshadowed main,---

The venturous bark that flings 

On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings . 
In gulfs enchanted, where the siren sings, 

And coral reefs lie bare, 

Nhere the cold sea maids rise to sun their strear:ing hair. 

- Its webs of living gauze no more unfurl! 

Wrecked is the ship of pearl! 

And every chambered cell, 

~.vhere its dim dreallling life was wont to dwell, 

As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell, 

Before thee lies revealed,--

Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed! 

Build thee more statelY masions, 0 my soul, 

As the swife seasons roll! 

Leave the low-vaulted past! 

Let each new temples, nobler than the last, 

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast, 
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Till thou at length art free, 

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting 8ea!(~ines 

, c: 
'./' 

1-14; 29-35) 
Indeed this image is note merely of a nautilus, but is a 

description of the stage in life in which a can has not yet found 

himself and is still at odds with his Goul. The persona beseeches his 

soul to IIbuild more stately mansions Tl like those he sees, and 

does not just admire the perfection of the nautilus; indeed, if he were 

just admiring, he would not need to make elaborate c'J:.1parisons entwining 

man and the nautilus. 

However, imagery does do more than just facilitate i~aginative 

pleasure, as in the example above, because figures of speech are also 

a way of bringing additional imagery33 into the poe~. In the passage 

quoted above, the descriptions of the pearl, purpled wings and sea all 

are sights the reader can identify with, but might not normally come to 

,his mind. Only throught the poet's skillful use of i~agery are these 

d 
sights and soun'S able to appear: It is thus tae poet's job to bring 

additional imagery into his work for the edification of the reader. 

Imagery also has a third function, that being to ~dd emotional 

intensity "to otherwise merely informative statements" and to convey 

attitudes along with information. 34 In daily conversation the reader 

uses phrases similar to the resigned "I'm so sick of studying I'm ready 

to burst," which conveys boredom and overexertion; in poetry, the reader 

finds poems which serve much the same purposes of relating emotion~l 

attitudes. This emotional aspect of poetry is unique, because such 

elnotion is not nor~ally conveyed in prose writings but is usually 

reserved for poetry. It is just one more way that poetry can mean more 
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in less words. 

And most importantly, poetry does have the ability through use of 

imagery to be multidimensional and say "much in brief compass. tl35 This 

is perhaps the most important'aspec~of all, since this is what makes 

poetry so markedly different from prose. Prose takes the time to 

waddle through much more descri?tion and phrasing than does poetry, 

because the poet is not satisfied until he finds exactly the right 

word to convey his meaning. After he chooses such a word, he will not 

need to elaborate because he has already said all he has to say. As a 

way of illustration, the reader may be familiar with the following lines 

from Edgar Allen Poe's "To Helen:" 

Thy Naiad airs have brought me home 

To the glory that was Greece 

And the grandeur that was Rome. (lines 8-10) 

In tllese lines Poe has thus su~~arized all the first i~pressions one 

might have about Greece and ROiIie, namely that Greece was a culture of 

intellectual and social refine:nent, eons ahed of the ~o~a..'1 culture 

which was to emUlate the Grecian idea~but never qait~achieve them. 

Therefore, Rome is described as possessing "grandeur," a sort of showy, 

material appeal to the senses, while Greece is a land of Ifglory" which 

carries with it notions of intellectual immortality< Poe has indeed 

shown the reader much more in-less, through use of tbe key words tlglory" 

and Ifgrandeur." 

Then imagery does perfor~ several tasks--proviji~z i~aginative 

pleasure, bringing in additional imagery, conveying e~otion and attitudes, 

as well as sayinG much in very little space,---and accomplishes these 
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- aims by using figurative language. The figurati'/e lang:rage thus used 

'I 
could easily fill countlessFolumes if sufficiently explicated, but when 

taking a brief glance at imagery, it may suffice to concentrate on the 

devices of metaphor and symbolism, since these are tne =ost recognizable 

forms. 

When confronting metaphors and symtlolis;~, the reader may at first 

be somewhat confused as to what constitutes a ~etaphor ~~d what con~tutes 

symbolism since the two are somewhat related. Both have a denotative 

sense differing markedly from the actual meaning they convey, and in 

this sense they are alike; however, the are unlike because a metaphor 

compares two components of the poem directly, whi19 a sy~bol alludes 

to another more general idea not explicitly stated in the poe~. 

A metaphor is a direct comparison which does not use the telltale 

"like" or "as ll which constitutes a simile, another for:l of comparison 

not used as often as the metaphor. Practically every poe~ uses some 

form of metaphor because it is a less~ointed way of ~aking a comparison 

than a simile. Iv!eta~)hors :nay be easy to understand, in pnrases Buch .as 

those contained in Robert Frost's "Fire and Ice," where he speculates 

that the destruction of a man by coldnes~, or ice, would be more effective 

than by the fire of hatred. Then again, metaphors ~ay be very difficult 

to understand and may require a more intense critical technique. 

Such a technique may be found in Edward L. Hancock's text, 

Techn~ques for Understanding Literature, where he focuses for literature 

in general, but does have some excellent ideas for explicating difficult 

metaphors. He suggests a type of diagramming in wb.ich one compares the 

subject to another entity, and then lists the attrib~tes which the subject 
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and the other entity share, all in a basic diagram. 36 This may be a 

bit.'of extra work for the reader, but can be extre:nely helpful in 

explicating difficult poetry, such as Randall Jarrell's liThe Death of 

the Ball Turret Gunner,l1 which reads: 

From my mother's sleep I fell into the State, 

And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur froze. 

$ix miles from earth, loosed fro:n its dream of life, 
0.-

I woke to black flak and the' nightr£e fighters. 

When I died they washed me out of the turret with a hose. 

To help the reader better understand the poem, the series of metaphors 

may be diagrammed as follows: 
, 

SUBJECT THDW LIKElfSD TO ATTRIBUTES 

~m~o~t~h~e~r~'s~~s~l~e_e~p~~ ___ l_i_f_e __ b_e_f __ ore military service ~ peaceful, satisfying 

~elly of State 
~airplane 

fur 

belly of nlother 

his coat 

sustains hi~ like mother did 

, anima1 2 nonfeeling, non caring 

siv miles from eatth six feet under ground death 

'Then, when re-reading the poem a:i!ded by the diagrams, the reader sees the 

comparisons much mere clearly. He sees the gunner was jolted out of 

his peaceful existence by the draft, or dem'ands of the state, whose 

airplane becomes his new mother in dictating his life. His fur coat 

helps the reader see that the gunner is like a furry aniwal without 

real feeling, an idea which is reinforced by the last line of the 

poe~, where the gunner calmly recounts, "When I died they washed me 

out of the turret with a hose. 11 This last 'note of cal:::, pristine 
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efficiency effectively emphasizes the horrors of war by its utter 

lack of feeling. Indeed, the young gunner see8S to have been well 

programmed by his State to kill, and not to worry too Guch about the 

mental consequences of his action. 

Then, in addition to using the diagramming tech~ique shown above 

the reader may wish to ask the question "is the attribution literally 

possible or not?"37 Chatman emphasizes this, because if the assertion 

is indeed possible, it cannot be a metaphor. ?or ex~ple, in this 

famous line by Vlordsworth, II A slumber did my spirit st eal, II the 

subject of the comparison, slumber, is a type of =etapnor called 

personification because it is impossible for a no~hu=~~ idea such as 

slumber to take the persona's spirit. In contrast to this, line four 

in Shakespeare's sonnet XXVIV (the example Chat;:":a2: uses), where the 

speaker is l1wishing me like to one more rich i:'1 hope,!1 is indeed 

possible; in fact, people are envious of others for ~ari~us reasons. 

This line of the sonnet is therefore a beautiful idea captured in 

"H)rds, but it is not a metaphor, nor is it symbolic. 

None of the passages quoted above have been good exa.::rrples of 

symbolism because the metaphoric qu~lity of meaning was already 

present in each example and simply needed explication to bring it out. 

Had they been truly symbolic, it viould have been ::lUcn harder for the:n 

to be explicated, for the symbol is simply a part of speech that stands 

for something else.37 A symbolic passage is more difficult to 

understand than a passage containing chiefly Fuetaphor, because the 

deeper meaning of symbolism is not spelled out li~e a metaphor; the 

reader ;4USt take ti;;le to discover it himself. 

19. 



c- When attempting to understand a passage he hypothesizes as 

symbolic, the reader will find that there are two parts to symbolism, 

one being a literal force and one a symbolic force. Ciardi uses these 

epithets as a matter of convenience , to show the reader that there are 

indeed two aspects of the comparison to be considered. He then suggests 

a series of questions, which seem most helpful when con:pared to techniques 

suggested by other critics. These questions 39 are: 

1. What is the symbol if taken literally? 

2. How is the symbol transformed into a symbolic force? 

3. Does it have its symbolic force at the beginning, or does 
it enter strictly as its literal self? 

4. Does the symbolic force seem to expand as the peem 
progresses, and if so, how? by what devices? 

5. Are such symbolic elem~nts simply embellishments or do they 
have an essential part in the narrative perfor~ance? 

6. In what ways does the main symbol set up counter-symbols? 
Has the poet thrust these symbols into the poeili for a specific 
purpose, or are they just tied to the main symbol? 

These questions cover almost every aspect of the symbolism, and are 

few enough in number so that they can be easily employed when the 

reader suspects there is a deeper meaning in the poetry he is rea~ing 

and simply wants to make sure. They can be aptly put to use in a poem 

such as Hobert Frost's "The Road Not Taken," which reads: 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler, long I stood 

And looked down one"as far as I could. 

To where it bent in the undergrowth; 
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Then took the other, as just as fair, 

And having perhaps the better claim, 

Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 

Though as for that the passing there 

Had 00rn them really about the same, 

And both that morning equally lay 

In leaves no step had trodden back. 

Oh, I kept the first for another day! 

Yet knowing how way leads on to way, 

I doubted if I should ever come back. 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 

So~ewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two road.c; diverged in a wood, and I-

I took the one less traveled by, 

And that has made all the difference. 

After carefully reviewing the poem in~light of the six questions, the 

reader may find its symbolism easier to understand. He will see that 

the divergent road is the main image in the poem. he will also see 

that in the literal sense, a young man has reached a fork in a 

wooded road, has scnutinized both possibilities, and has then decided 

to take the lessJused path. However, after glancing long enough at the 

poem, the reader may see it tnansformed symbolically in his eyes by 

several clue3. The figure in the poem seems very pensive; surely he 

is making a decision more monumental than just choosing a path in the 

woods, because such a decision would not be so well ~editated. 

21. 
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Obviously the young traveler has though out the consequences very 

carefully, since he has "looked down as far as (he) could" (line 4) 

and took the road "having perhaps the better claim," (line 7), which 

sug8est again that this is a poem about no ordinary road. Lastly, his 

later re;nark, that his choice "has made all the difference," (line 20), 

describes an experience more lasting than just a pleasant trek in the 

wood, which again reminds the reader that this is no co~on, everyday 

road. 

When 100king at the development of the poem, the reader finds it 

does indeed begin literally with the prosaic statement, trtwo roads 

diverged in a yellow' wood," but that the poem gains a more than 

ordinary view of the road by the speaker's thoughtfulness, by his dnubts, 

and by his recount of his feelings at the end. The road is obvio~3ly 

essential to the meaning of the poem, since it is included in the title, 

and since it is the main focus of the imagery of the poe~. 

The reader finally realizes that the road's divergence represents 

chOice, and the choice involves his following a relatively unused path 

of leadership in conltrast to the well-worn path of confornity, when he 

considers the other elemlrus in the poem. The woods setting i~plies a 

world that is dark, somewhat menacing and mysterious. The "leaves no 

step had trodden back" (line 12), which the traveler carefully ponders, 

Fhow that the way of leadership and the way of confor,,'1ity may seem 

equally confUsing to a person who is undecided as to which way he 

should go. But wost importantly, the reader should realize if nothing 

else that the analogy of life as a journey with the living as its 

traveler is a motif which dates back to Dante's Divine Co~edy, if not 

2, 
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earlier. When he recalls this thel:1e, he may then find it less 

difficult to see that the young man is traveling on the road of life, 

the obstacle in his way being the choice that all must someday make . 
.a. 

This choice is that of Bing a leader and following one's own heart, or 

of b~ing a conformist and letting others decide for him. 

By explicating poems such as "The Road Not Taken," the reader than 

may begin to see the important role of symbolism as well as metaphoric 

comparison in making the imagery of a poem meaningful.. But important 

though this may be, imagery is not the only aspect of poetry which may 

be diffic~t to understand; indeed, there are other aspects of poetry 

which are equally important and equallY difficult. l-:any of these the 

reader might consider, but those most elemental to comprehending poetry 

are structure, rhyth~, and rhYffie. 

Structure, which ilaplies its definition by its na~e, is simply 

described as "the arrange~:·.ent of the larger parts of a literary work. 1I40 

This arrangement is very important , since it provides a key to 

understanding the interaction of various elem~~s in the poem which unite 

to form a complete whole. Structure of a poern may be varied, but the 

three basic forms are: thematic, in which an abstract idea is the 

dominallt force underlying the poem, in a work such as Dylan Thomas' 

"Do Not Go Gentle in to rrhat Good N7ght;" logical, in which a series 

of statements hol~the various parts together, in poems such as 

tha. "'1'0 be or Not to Be" soliloquoy fro:n Shakespeare IS HamletT, and 

lastly, 6motional, in which the ,attern of emotions determines the 

arrangement of the poera, one exal;~'ple being Percy Bysshe Shelley's 

powerful nOde to the West ':'iind. ,,41 
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PerrinIe looks at structure a little differently, as he also 

asserts that there are three different types of structure, but he 

defines a structure which is less concerned with the content of the 

poem than with its external appcara~ce. First, he introduces what he 

calls 60ntinuous form, in which the lines of the poe~ do not follow a 

set grouping, but are divided by meaning alone. By way of illustration, 

an example of a poe~ with continuous form is T. S. Eliot's The Love Song 

of J. Alfred Prufrock, where no pattern can be immediately discerned. 

Perrine also mentions poetry in stanzaic form, which is symmetrically 

divided up into a series of stanzas. This form is the one which 

traditionally has been used most often by poets; examples of it include 

'Nilliam Butler Yeats' "Among School Children,~! Lewis Carroll's 

"Jabberwocky," and William Blake's "The Tiger." Then, the last of the 

three types Perrine mentions is fixed form, a traditional form with a 

prescribed number of 'lines and syllables. Examples of this form include 

any OLe of Shakespeare's nUffiero'.JS sonnets or Ogden Nash's limericks. 

But whether or not the reader looks at structure from a 

.n. 
thematic/logical/emotional view or from a consideration of conti'uity, 

stanza and fixed form, he must also study smaller components of the 

structure line by line, and see how the various word units unite to 

form a whole. One way in which the lines are united is by content, which 

has ~lready been discussed; the other is by appearance, which takes into 

account structure, but more importantly, also involves rhythm and rhyme. 

No criticism of poetry is ever complete without a discusision of 

rhythm and rhyme since besides being integral parts of poetry, they are 

as much a part of eveTyday existence as they are of poetry. Rhythm can 
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be heard in the ticking of a clock, in the motion of windshield wipers, 

or in the gait of a determined jogger; it is also evident in spoken 

language, when a speaker varies his accent to underscore the i~portance 

of what he has to say. It is then a natural develop~ent in poetry, since 

poetry is but a carefully chosen, written form of everyday language. But 

the, rhyme is also present in everyday life, in for~s Earying from 

children's nursery school rnymes to classical, folk, and rock music. 

In fact, Perrine starts his discussion of rhyth~ and rhyme by 

co:nparing poetry to rr.usic since he realizes "the poet • chooses 

his words for sound as well for meaning,"42 and grou'ps words by 

arrangement or sounds, which is rhyme, or by arrange:~2nt of accents, 

which is rhythm. Perrine empha8izes repetition of 30unds in giving 

poetry structure; here he is s~pported by Brooks and ~arren, who 

quietly claim that "rhyme is the lliOSt e,nphatic binder used in English 

verse.,,43 '1hen he reiterates the importance of rhyth:: and rhyme to the 

total effect of a poem, and remarks that the value in analyzing these 

techniques is to help increase full awareness of the~.44 

Perrine has some general suggestions which the reader should 

consider before analyzing, or scanning, the rhyth:a and rhy;ne patterns 

in poetry. First he states that scanning is not norwally done when a 

reader is reading a poem; it takes time to do, and the lines must 

be exaggerated in order to scan properly, but it way be ancid 

()ccasionally. Next, ~1EJ says that scansion His at best 3. gross way of 

describing. . . rhythi:1ical quality, ,,1+5 since all ace eel 'c-s are n01nUrelY 

present or absent, ror poetry contains vario~s de~rees of subtle 

25. 
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emphasis which cannot be discerned by a method such as this. Indeed, 

as he asserts=in roint number three, "scansion is not an altogether 

exact science. 1I46 There can be r:iOre than one way of scan!ling a 

poem if a line or lines are confusing, and any of the interpre~ations 

are equally correct. 

Then, lastly and most importantly, Perrine feels that "perfect 

regularity of meter is no'·criterion of merit.,,47 According to Perrine, 

Kenner, and other critics, fledgling poetry cr.itics often forget that 

perfect meter does not a good poem always make. For as Ciardi states, 

there will be monotony if there is no change of metrical pace;48 the 

reader will lose interest in the poe!;, because of its rhythGlical sameness. 

Thon again, most critics agree that the verbal sense of the poetry 
o~ er""pr,c:ts; 5 

should coincide with its rhythm patterni at pointsAbei~; different 

from the rest of the poem, or meter does not truly serve its purpose to 

unify the poem. 

Now, after understanding the basic ideas behind scansion of poetry, 

the reader may decide to ~y scanning a poem by marking unaccented 

syllables with a short curved line, marking the accented syllables~ 

with a horizontal bar, and marking the division between feet, or units 

in rhythm, with a vertical bar. 49 He will soon see that the lines will 

follow one of the prescribed patterns of accented and unaccented 

syllables: 

EXA>IPLE NAJ.:E OF FOOT 

v -

26 

de sign 

- v care less 

Iamb 

r:2rochee 

Ia::nbic } 

Trochaic 

~eters involving 
2 feet= duple 
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v 
ter Anapest AnapestiC! in vene 

meters invol-; 
v 

ment Dactyl Liactylic 3 feet= tri!J] mea sure 

day break Spondee (S?ondaic) 

sun ;:onosyllabic foot 

Then, after considering how many feet are in each line, the reader will 

classify the lines according to one of the following ~ays: manometer, if 

it contains one accented foot; dimeter if it contains two; trimeter if it 

contains three; tetrameter if it contains four; pentaweter if it contains 

five; hexameter if it contains six; heptameter if it contains saveu; and 

lastly, octameter if it contains eight accented feet. 

Then, after scanning and finding, for example, that the poem's 

basi~ pattern is iambic pentameter, the read will better understand the 

emphasis of certain words and phrases which prove to be exceptions to 

the pattern established throughout. He may also see how attention may be 

drawn away from a passage by using unstressed syllables, or how attention 

may be focused on a particular section by employing caesuras, (or pausesh 

and stressed syllables. After all, as most critics agree, the more 

unstressed syllables there are, the faster the poe~ will read; the more 

caesuras and t.Wstressed syllables there are, the slo-.'ler the poem will read. 

VIi tneGSrhe difference in two short excerpts from .s.lexander Pope's An 

Essay on Criticism, the first two lines moving easily due to fewer 

accented syllables, while the second two lines drag on seemingly without 

hope of ending: 

I / '-' / / '-- I ,-' / 
True ease in writint:; comes from art, not c~a!'lce, 

/ u I I v l: c., v / v / 
As those ;llove easiest who have learned to dance 
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I / v I. v / v I v / 
When Ajax strlves some rock's vast weight to thro7/, 

I I I I u I / / / I 
The line too labors, and the words move slow. 

Thus the reader can see that meter is indeed stn effective way of 

drawing attention to certain ide~ by using heavy accent patterns for 

emphasis. In addition, he ~ay wisely adopt a good rule of thumb Ciardi 

OQ 
points out, namely that when-over a pi:ttt changes his tone or attitude, 

some technical change will occur~O The reader ~ay then find it easier to 

see changes in the thought pattern of the poem si~ce t~ey would be 

backed up by metrical changes. 

In short, as Brooks and '::arren at test, the sib:::':' ficaT!.ce of rr..eter 

in any given poem hinges on its ability to control ~~e use of language51 

in various wayo: when GivinG it a feeling of unity t!lraugh stanzsts and 

sounds; when allowing variations from the accepted ~or~ for purposes of 

emphasis, and lastly when serving as a method of unifyicg the content 

form of the poem. Rhythm and rhyme, which may also te called meter, 

verse, or poetic form though best understood si~?ly as rhythm and rhyme, 

are then devices instrul~ental to achieving the unity in form which 

reflects the poe2's unity of thought. 

But rhythm and rhytJe are not the only devices with -:lnieh a poet 

acnieves a unified work, for there are indeed r::a.'1Y others. Some devices, 

such as irony and tone, help achieve unity of feeling, hhile point of 

view is a device which promotes unity of thought. There are also two 

devices which help the reader perceive unity in for~, t~ose being~the 

poem's structural patterns, which aid in achievin~ o~twarj unity, and 

the poetic language and theme, which contribute to an i~~er unity. 
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Irony, a poetic device often confused with sarcasm and satire,52 

is an effective tool in achieving unity of feeling beca~se it helps 

create the ~ood of the piece through paradox. It differs from sarcasm, 

which is simply a bttter way of spea.k:.ing intended to hurt 20meO~'1e, since 

irony is not necessarily bitter or hurtful. It differs from satire, a 

form of literature which ridicules in hopes of reforsing behavior, 

because irony does not depend on ridicule either. Irony may be used 

in conjunction with sarcasm and satire, but noi !1ecessarily so. In fact, 

irony may be simply described as sayine the opposite of what was 

intended, but this is only partly true because it defines only one 

forr.! of irony. 

Irony helps create the mood of a poem in anyone of three distinct 

ways, through verbal, situational, or dramatic irony.53 Verbal irony, 

saying the opposite of what one means, helps to create the mood of the 

piece by insinuating that the poet is not being serious about what he 

is saying. It may add a lighter note to the poe~, or it ~ay have the 

opposite effect, as in a poem such as Sir John Suckling's uThe Constant 

Lover: u 

Out upon it! I have loved 

Three whole days together; 

And am like to love three more, 

If it prove fair weather. 

Time shall moult away bis wings 

Ere he shall discover 

29. 



-- In the whole wide 'world again 

Such a constant lover. 

But the spite on 't is, no praise 

Is due at all to me; 

Love with me had made no stays 

Had it any been but she. 

Had it any been but she, 

And that very face, 

There had been at least ere this 

A dozen dozen in her place. 

Here Suckling is speaking ironically. After glancing at the title, 

tQe reader may expect a discourse on the lengthy duration of the 

lover's devotion; instead, he learns that this period of adoration 

has lasted a mere three days. However, this bit of iro~y does prove 

effective in underscoring what seems to be an unusual for~ of flattery, 

when judging from the extent of the poe:n's last five lines. These 

last five lines are indeed ironic when contrasted with the sarcastic 

first two stanzas. 

But in addition to such verbal irony, situational and dranatic 

ironies also help establish the mood of the piece. Situational irony, 

which occurs when there is a discrepancy betwelen. . . actual 

circumstances and those that would seem appropriate,,,54 also creates 

a feeling contrary to that which one ~ight expect. Such irony is best 

demonstrated in po:t:!:lS such as Shell~y's "6zY:.landias," -,/aere the 

3 
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reader learns that an ancient EGyptian tyrant boasted once of his mighty 

work~, but yea~later his mighty burial monument lies in ruins. In 

contrast, dramatic irony possesses a IIdiscrepancy between . kno'Hledge 

,,55 
possessed by the audience or reader and that possessed by the character. 

It also helps establish the :!1ood of the piece when showing the 

discrepancy between what is happening and what could be happening. 

However, it differs from verbal or situational irony, because it is muc~ 

more complex than the otherjrorms, and may thus require the reader to 

do closer study. A good example of dramatic irony in literature is 

the last few chapters of Homer's Odyssey, in which Odysseus is 

disguised as a poor beggar while attempting to revenge his neighbors' 

mistreatment of his home and family. 

Thus the reader may see that irony indeed promotes unity of feeling 

throughout a poem, but it is not the only poetic device which 

contributes to this unity; he must also consider the role of tone. 

Tone, which reflects "the writer's or speaker's attitude toward his 

subject, his audience, or himself,rr56 is not usually stated in the 

poetry but must be figured out by the reader. It is necessary before 

the reader can fully interpret the poem, since he must know whether 

the poet is being playful or solemn, mocking or reverent, or calm or 

excited 57 before he Can fully understand the poem. 

However, recognizing the tone a poem presents is not eas~ for it 

has not been explicitly stated, and there are no foolproof methods of 

accomplishing the task. The only suggestions the reader ~ay find really 

helpful have been suggested by Edward Hancock, who advises the reader 

to look at connotations rather than denotations, and concentrate on 
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"sound as a clue to the author's attitude. ,,58 For exa;'.::ple, consider t!le 

anonymous poem "Love:" 

There's the wonderful love of a beautiful maid, 

And the love of a staunch true m~, 

And the love of a baby that's unafraid--

All have existed since time began. 

But the most wonderful love, the Love of all loves, 

Even greater than the love for mother, 

Is the infinite, tenderest, passionate love 

Of one dead drunk for another. 

In this poem, trite words such as "wonderful '.' and IIbeautiful 'l 

corr,bine with the repetition of "love" to shape a teiious, unoriginal 

tone in the first sever lines. In fact were it not for the striking 

image of the drunk in the last line, an image wriich dra~atically reverses 

the tone, this poem would not be as effective. Tone, or rather change 

of tone, unifies this short poem. 

Then, as the reader can see by a careful~udy of tone in various 

poems, tone is indeed important injPromoting unity of feeling in poetry, 

but it doe:::fnot aid in -promoting unity of thought in the way that aJstUdY 

of the poet's point of view may. Point of view describes the relation 

of the poet to the poem _=And the poem to the reader, and uses the ideas 

of -person.;.., the person s~eaking the ps.em,· and addressee, the dramatic 

or poetic audience. A discussion of persona inevitably confuses the 

reader, who may often assu;,',e the ?oet is directly spea.£ing to the 

reader, when this is not the case. 



- In fact, the best advice to the beginning poetry reader has been 

suggested by Seymour Chatman, who e:r,phasizes that perSOLa comes from a 

Latin word meaning "mask,11 thus irllplying that the poet, :hough he seems 
s 

to speak so directly, ha~ really donned a mask, :ike a character in a 

play;60 Chatman then urges the reader to aSSUille that in Dost poetry 

it is not the author who is speaking. By doing this, the reader will 

learn to identify the persona and addressee, and will learn that there 

are several ways the persona-addressee relationship is used. These 

ways include: a pure dramatic situation, where characters speak to 

one another in a poem like the balcony scene in ShaJ.::.espeare' s Romeo 

and Juliet; a situation where the personalmd addressee are both 

characters in the poem, as in :'iilliam Butler Yea"~s I H.':'fter Long 

Silence;" an instance where the :;:>ersona is not the poet, and the 

addressee is the reader, one exaiil?le be::.ing :~o bert 2ro'l;:::ine; I s ":;y 

Last Duchess;" ~ situation where the persona can be i~entified with 

the poet, but the addressee is not the reader, as ir: Join Jonne~s 

"1'\. Valediction: Forbidding \Tourning j" and lastly, a case w~ere neither 

the persona 'or addressee can be clearly identified as ?oet or reader, 

as in Gerard 1>'janl.9Y Eopldns I poem "Pied Beauty." Al thou;!-l some of 

these initiall~Y be confusing for the reader to disti:::~uish, they 

'S are basically sour!d guidelines for deciding who exactly ~ the persona 

and the addressee. Then, after deciding who these are, ~he reader will 

better understand the train of thought fuD the poe=, since he now knows 

who is speaking, and to whom the ideas are being directei. 

Then, after the reader better comprehends the ideas of persona 

33. 
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and addressee which help him see the unity of thought i~ the poeu, he 

can concern himself with the unity of form in the poem. As was said 

before, unity of form involves an outward unity which is best demonstrated 

by the various patter~s the poem may take; however, it also involves 

the inner unity of form which is partly decided by the poet's choice 

or language) and partly decided by his choice of the~e. 

The patterns which poetry can take are/many aC'ld varied, but each 

serves the same basic purpose; ,namely, each pattern serves as a guide 

to how }{fa poem should be organized internally. For exa:;:ple, poems 

preserved as folk ballads would not exist today if the poet did not ~d 

a larger-than-life kind of action 61 to the work. If this were not the 

case, balladeers might not have considered the ballad ~nteresting 

enough to sing, and it would not have been passed dO'lnl through oral 

transmission. Therefore, the poet of old was practically forced to 

create exciting, varied poems if he wished them to survive. 

other poetic patterns are called conventions, because they involve 

"use of a traditional situation or set of human relationships as a 

fra:-Eework" 62 for the poe::'! to be written. In away, the cont ent of 

these conventional poems has dictated what the pattern shall be, so 

the fledgling critic may find a clure to the content of the poem if 

he is familiar with its conventional form. He is indeed werking in 

reverse, when the reader compares his research to the way the poet 

constructed the poem, but this does not make this effort any lesS valid. 

Conventions which the reader ~ay approach in this ma~ner include the 

pastoral and the narrative, poetic patterns which largely depend on 

,.- pre-ylan~led ideas. If the reader is fa[lliliar with these t',';o poetic 

\ t· CO:l.ven lons, he may find ~any of his questions abo~t the content 

answered. 
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Since he is now familiar with the outward form of the poem, 

having studied its patttern, the reader should then analyze its 

inner: unity of form, and should realize that this is greatly siffiplified 

if he will but review the poet's choice of language. ~ansuage choice 

is crucial to poetry criticism, because the way "words are skillfully 

put together .•• (is how they) ; •. generate potentials of cOlliparison. 1I63 

The language used may be simple or complex, amusing or serious, antique 

or modern; but regardless of what type it is, the reader needs to study 

the poem's language to better understand its form. 

Types of language used in poetry are indeed unli~ited, but they 

are all classed as one of two general 

differentiates the two, stating that a 

types, language or diction. Ciardi 
u'j~ 

poet "poetic "la.."1~:lage" welcomes 

any experience, and believes that !lany word in the laYlg':.lage could find a 

place in . . • poetry, ,,64 listing as an example of SUCll as poet the 

metaphysical poet John Donne. Such openmindedness abo~t word choice 
c.. 

is directly in opposition to the cte-eas of poets whicn '..l.se If d i'fti on ," 

for thesE' poets exclude all that is not "dignified and L:lportant, ,,65 

in the manner of a poet such as William 'tlordsworth. To them, certain 

words in the language are not suitable for use in poetry_ However, 

neither those who use "diction" nore those who use "language" are 

necessarily right or wrong, but certain poets may be easier to 

understand if the reader knows whether or not thei~poe~s are organized 

freely or selectively in terms of vocabulary. 

Following a discussion of the poet's choice of language :3,S opposed 

to diction, the reader {Gay then undertake an area r;;,ost cracial to the 

understanding of the poc~ as a· ~hole, namely, concentrating on the 
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poem's theme. Studying the lheme is indeed essential to a complete 

knowledge of the poem, for it is only when the reader grasps the 

central idea that he can fully appreciate the poem. After all, as 

Brooks and Warren at test, "the the:ne ei:lbodies the at ti tude to;iard life 
rr 

that grows out of the •.. (poem);"oo without this e:-,:bodi2ent of attitude, 

the poem would not be nearly the same---in fact, it would have no reason 

for unity of any sort. 

This thetae, a comment on hu;nan values and an interpretation of life, 

may vary from happy to sad or from simple to complex, but despite its 

flexibility, it remains the one item in an individual poem which is the 

same. Imagery of the poem may vary, its stanzaic for!n --x.ay be 

interrupted, its rhythm may change, but its theme will remain constant. 

Then, knowing that the theDe is relatively constant aids the reade~ for 

he is assured that one aspect of poetry may iiOt be as difficult to 

understand as the others. 

Locating the theme in any given poem does present some problems, 

however. In trying. tb· co~e as close as is possible to the central 

idea or theme, the reader may begin paraphrasing, and as has been said 

before, paraphrase is often misused, and is best used only as a last 

resort. A statement of sorts about the poem must be made,67 but it 

should never be a blanket statement of paraphrase. 

One example of how a poem may be criticized in looking for its 

theme follOWfJ this account of Dylan 'l'homas I "Do ::ot Go Ge!l.tle Into 

That Good Night:" 

Do not go gentle into that good night) 
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Old age should burn and rave at close of day 

Rage, rage, against the dying of the light. 

Though wise men at their end know dark is right, 

Because their words had forked no lightning they 

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright 

Their frail deed might have danced in a green bay, 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight, 

And learn, too late, they g~ie~ed itoH its way 

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight 

Bli~d eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay, 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

And you, my father, there on the sad height 

Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray. 

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

This poem is concerned with death. It describes aeath not as a 

merciful blessin~;, but death as a cruel tIdying; of the light." This 

idea that death is unwelcome is deKonstrated by the two alternate 

refrains, "Do not go gentle into that good night," wilere the young 

man beseeches his father not to accept death without a struggle, as 

37 ~ 
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well as points where he urges his father to "rage, rage against the 

dying of the light." 

The young man tries to tell how death should be resisted by various 

arguments throughout the poe~l. He first lOGically ass~~es that since his 

father has lived long, he should not wish to see his life end, so in 

line two he says, "Old age should burn and rave at close of day." 

Seeing that this does not work, he then says that wise .'.'len "do not 

go gentle into that good night', because their words have not been 

controversial enough to stir up the "lightning'.' (line five) of mass 

recognition, but this attempt also fails. The young ~an next tells 

how wild men "learn too late" (line 11) that they ShoLild. have resisted 

death, and he .3.1so says that "grave men .. (who) .. near death ••. see 

with blinding sight" (line 13) realize that they do not welcome death 

when they are too ill to recover. Xhen all these logical attempts 

fail, the young man loses control, and emotionally begs his father to 

"curse, bless me now with your fierce tears, I pray," (line 17), hoping 

that his father will find the strength to oppose death. His last words 

to his father then gain a new meaning, for as the young ilian protests, 

he once again beseeches, "Do not go gentle into that good night./Rage, 

rage against the dying of the light," (lines 18-191. ~is words are 

furthe~ emphasized by an extra line added to the last stanza. 

Then, after concluding a discusBion of theille such as the one above, 

the reader has generally finished his analysis of the parts of a poem. 

Having started with the qualities of individual words, as words and as 

units of poetry, he has then discussed their role in i:nagery and 

figurative language, has seen their use in structure 8.."ld form, and has 



seen their relation to each other in rhythm and r~y=e. ~e has seen 

how tone and internal for:Js, or conventions, he:;"p "J.:::"f~l the words in a 

poe[.1; he has also decided whether the poet has c;:::,:: ::"an';"J.age or diction 

to express the theme of his piece. Thus, he has ai.~~ced far enough to 

criticize the poem as a whole, and to evaluate whether the poe~ is good, 

bad, or great poetry. 

vn~en beginning to criticize the entire poe:: aId evaluate it as a 

whole, the reader may find Perrine's brief suggestions quite helpful. 

He urges all readers to evaluate a poem by the sa~~ethods that a 

professor would use in judging an English the~e; that is, to judge by 

"its unity, coherence, and its proper placing of e=:;>hasis. In a 

well-constructed poem there is neither too little nor too ~uchi every 

part of the poem .belongs where it is md could be :;-laced n07/here else: 

any interchanging of two stanzas, two lines two words, or even two 

accents, would to some extent dar;lage the poe:-D. and ~~.aj,:e it less effective. 

We come to feel, with a truly first-rate poem, tha~ t~e choice and placeIen~ 

of every word is inevitable, that it could not be 6 '''' 
0 + " '" !",-,,-: ~ '" II 0 ..... __ ..... .- n-l....vv. 

He then continues with excellent suggestions ~hich should help 

the reader detenmine whether the poetry he has just read is bad, good, 

or great poetry. Perrine suggests that the reader ask three simple 

questions: 

1. ~hat is the poes's central purpose? 

2. How fully haG this purpose been achieved? 

3. How i~portant is this purpose? 

T~en, on the basis of the answers to these questio~E, ~~ ~ill be evident 
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whether or not the poetry is good or bad. Poetry is "~ood" if it 

passes questions one and two, which would say that the pae~ has a 

central purpose or theme, and has successfully achievel this central 

purpose throughout the poem. Poetry is "great" if it is good poetry, 

and if it achieves the extra dimension of question numoer three, that 

the poem does have a universal purpose which ~any readers will 

identify with. In the words of Brooks o.nd Warren, the poe:;; can only 

be classified as great if "we can reaapture, and then o:J.ly by 

imagination, the old urgency only if the verbal relations (and their 

implications) are properly controlled and if the human drama is 

adequately hinted at. ,,70 For only if the poem has been sldllfully 

written and does appeal to the reader as ~human being capable of 

sharing the poet's experience, will it have acco~plished ~hat poetry 

sets out to do, that is "to say rr:ore, and say it :'lore ir .. tensely, 

than does other language.,,71 
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